Reconstruct your social media strategy with a Social
Rewind from Change Agent Communications.
Is your social media content stagnant and stale? Is your editorial calendar running on
autopilot? Are you piling on meaningless hashtags in posts just to look cool? Are PR and
Social still operating as distant cousins and not effectively nurturing one another for
optimal results?
Maybe your content strategy is driven by bizarre holidays such as: National Tell-a-Joke
Day, National Cheeseball Day or National Yo-Yo Day. Or perhaps you’re struggling to
thrive in what’s now an image and video-heavy medium.
Whether you’re at a loss for new ideas, have lost your distinct brand voice across
multiple channels or have simply lost your way and continue to lose steam, now is the
time to revamp, renew, recast and rewind!
Change Agent Communications is helping clients fix what’s broken and providing
unique ideas to enhance content, identify and engage with target audiences, get
noticed by relevant influencers and align actions with clear goals and objectives.
Here’s a glimpse into how The Social Rewind works:

Immersion session
This is where we define your reason for existing and
identify the WHY. It’s where the goals and objectives are
reevaluated and in some cases, created. Clients walk away
with a new foundation and path forward.

Competitor analysis
This is a review of how you are stacking up against up to
four competitors. We evaluate their social media activity
and presence over the last month and provide a high-level
report of our findings, with recommendations.

Strategy Development

This is where we really dig in and help you establish
guiding principles for success, content pillars, key
messages and voice and tone. This can also be tailored to
specific needs and include social advertising as well as
franchise development and best practices for further
amplifying owned and earned media through social
channels.

The Social Rewind is proving effective for brands interested in getting back on track or
starting anew – ensuring that their social efforts are reflective of today’s media
environment.
Ready to revamp, rework and rewind?

angela@changeagentcommunications.com today for pricing and
information on how a Social Rewind can get you back on the right track.

